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Tallenenttes is… 
 

 
 
 

- A tradition of excellence  

- High performance standards 

- Commitment 

- Friendship 

- Family & Sisterhood 

- Hard work 

- Leadership in the school and community 

- Dancing 

- Challenging 

- Rewarding 

- Amazing 

- Fun 

- Life lessons 

- Determination 

- Organization 

- Worth it!! 
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Philosophy/Purpose 

The purpose of the Allen Tallenettes is to develop an understanding and appreciation for dance and 
promote good sportsmanship, good citizenship, and wholesome and enthusiastic school spirit. 

Additionally, members are expected to be physically and mentally skilled in learning, mastering and 
perfecting dance routines. They are also expected to demonstrate a skill level suitable for public 

performance. It is the intent of this organization to help students grow into responsible and successful 
members of society, and be able to produce a well-rounded individual as well as a member of a group 

that possesses the essential characteristics of integrity, dependability and loyalty. 
  
In order to succeed in the Tallenette organization a student should demonstrate two qualities: 

 A willingness to improve their dance skills 
 A work ethic that will improve the Tallenette organization 

 
The guidelines and expectations outlined in this handbook have been developed to accomplish these 
goals in the most efficient and productive manner and to provide an accurate method of assessing each 
students’ progress. The success of Tallenettes is based upon the concept of each student performing her 
assigned tasks to the best of her ability. Each team member is expected to be a contributor to the team by 
dedicating her time to the good of the team by: 

1. CARING for other students who share a similar dream 
2. RESPECTING self and fellow dancers 
3. Demonstrating RESPONSIBILITY on and off the performing stage 
4. Role modeling the standards of our dance FAMILY 
5. DEDICATING time and energy needed to achieve the team purpose 

 
Each Tallenette agrees to abide by these handbook guidelines, the AISD Student Code of Conduct, Student 
Handbook, AISD Board Policy, Texas Education Agency (TEA), University Interscholastic League (UIL) 
rules and regulations, and any and all other applicable AISD extracurricular activity rules and regulations. 
In the event of a conflict between any of the provisions of this Constitution and any other rule or 
regulation applicable to the activity, the more restrictive provision shall apply. 
 

Definition 
The rules/guidelines/procedures outlined in this Handbook/Demerit & Merit System are in effect from 
the time a student is named to the team (March 2, 2018) and remain in effect until Banquet of the next 
year. Academic policies are in effect for a school year per UIL calendar (August through June). * 
 

Commitment 
Participation in the AISD Tallenette program carries a significant time/financial/family commitment. 
Team members are expected to meet all financial responsibilities determined by the director.  Team 
members will not perform until all financial obligations are met. Additionally, there is a $300 non-
refundable deposit due at the first team meeting on Tuesday, March 6, 2018. This deposit is to secure 
camp, practice and field wear expenses. All expenses must be paid prior to school closure in May. These 
fees are non-refundable. There will also be a trip fee depending on the year. The travel location will 
be decided by the director. The 2018 team will take a small trip outside of DFW for a competition. 
The cost for this trip is $300-$400 per Tallenette. 
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Letter Jackets 
Tallenettes will be awarded a letter jacket at the end of her first year upon completion of football, 
competition and Showcase seasons. The jacket is subsidized by the ATBC and becomes the property of 
the Tallenette member unless she chooses to leave the team voluntarily after her second year. In the 
event that a team member voluntarily leaves the Tallenette team before serving her second year, she will 
surrender the letter jacket back to the director immediately. Generic letter jackets will be issued on a 
performance appearance need basis to new members. Jackets will be checked out prior to the event and 
returned after the event and will not be kept by the new member.  
 

Transportation 
We are a team, so all Tallenettes will ride the bus to and from all football games and other applicable 
performances. For home games, Escadrille will march to and from the stadium together. The ONLY 
excused absence for leaving after halftime is for the ACT or SAT. Tallenettes are required to submit a 
transportation form (found on the Tallenettes website) & a receipt/confirmation of the testing date the 
day before the event to Mrs. Pilukaitis. This will be STRICTLY adhered to.  
 

Parent Participation-ATBC 
The Allen Tallenette Booster Club is an additional parental support group, facilitating the Tallenette 
organization. Parents are strongly encouraged to join and attend quarterly-monthly meetings to be 
apprised of events and activities. Parents are required to contribute 20 hours of volunteer service each 
year their daughter is a team member.  Positive parental involvement is appreciated throughout the 
Tallenette organization and parents play an integral role in supporting and encouraging their Tallenette. 
 
Parents should feel comfortable in approaching the director regarding practices and suggestions that 
might help support their daughters’ success in the program. Parents should not assume to re-write team 
policy or question placement and audition decisions. Parent meetings with the director will be scheduled 
by the director at a mutually convenient time for both parties.   
 

Collection of Monies 
Tallenette directors or ATBC Treasurer collecting monies from students will give students/parents 
receipts indicating the amount of monies and what the designated use is intended for. The director(s) 
shall keep a detailed accounting of income and expenditures of students’ monies and make it available to 
parents upon request. All collected monies shall be maintained in accordance with AISD financial 
management guidelines and as required by District Policy.  
 

Eligibility 
All Tallenettes will abide by the Texas Education Agency and University Interscholastic League “Side by 
Side” rules for eligibility. (No Pass, No Play) 
 

Summer Camp  
Tallenettes are required to attend summer camp and all functions on the Tallenette Calendar. Summer 
work-outs are highly encouraged. Summer dance hours are required (form is attached). You must take 
AT LEAST 4 advanced ballet classes and 4 advanced jazz classes between June 1st & August 14th (the day 
before school begins). All signatures must be filled in for full credit. Any Tallenette who falls short of 
meeting the requirement will not be eligible to perform in the first game.   
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Allen ISD Fine Arts 
Standards of Behavior and Off Campus Travel Policies 

 
Membership in the Allen ISD Fine Arts is an honor and a privilege.  Participation comes with a higher 
standard of behavior than the Allen ISD Student Code of Conduct and may condition membership or 
participation on adherence to those standards.  Extracurricular standards of behavior may take into 
consideration conduct that occurs at any time, on or off school property. Extracurricular behavioral 
standards shall not have the effect of discriminating on the basis of gender, race, color, disability, religion, 
ethnicity or national origin.   Student’s and parent’s signature acknowledge they have read these 
behavioral standards and consent to them as a condition of participation in Allen ISD Fine Arts programs. 
 
Students who represent Allen ISD are expected to maintain very high standards in every respect at all 
times.  They are expected to attend and be on time for all sessions and activities scheduled.  In the event 
of overnight trips, they are expected to be in their rooms at the times designated by their sponsors.  Each 
student will be responsible to one or more faculty sponsors who will supervise the activities of the 
student for the trip.  Negligence in attending sessions, in meeting curfew requirements, or in failing to 
maintain our standards of conduct may make it necessary for the sponsor to send the student home at 
his/her own expense.  Video/audio equipment is used for safety purposes to monitor student behavior 
on buses and campuses.  Recordings shall be reviewed as needed by the principal, and evidence of 
student misconduct shall be documented. 
 
Self-discipline is the key element when representing Allen ISD off campus or when on a school-related 
trip.  Students who are involved in a serious disciplinary offense, such as the use, possession of (with or 
around), or being under the influence of illicit drugs, tobacco, vapes, or alcohol, stealing, violence, going in 
the room of a member of the opposite sex, or some other serious offense will face disciplinary action 
which may include one or more of the following: 
1. The student will be sent home from the trip at the parents’ expense. 
2. The student will be held liable for damages to property. 
3. The student may be removed from this school activity as well as other school co-curricular activities. 
4. The student may be placed in In-School-Suspension (ISS), Off-Campus-Suspension, or Alternative 

Education Placement. 
 
Student’s attire during school activities outside the school day should be in good taste.  While it is 
inevitable there will be differences of opinion regarding the appropriateness of a student’s attire, the final 
decision lies with the directors. All adults on trips will serve as sponsors when traveling with a group.  
Students will be expected to treat them with respect at all times.   
 
REMEMBER – Even though you will not always be wearing a shirt with an Allen logo, people will find out 
where you are from and what group you represent.  You have the opportunity to make a tremendous 
name for Allen and for yourself.  Be courteous and polite at all times.  There is no way we can anticipate 
every possible scenario, so we ask for good judgment.  Please use common sense.  RULE OF THUMB: If 
there is any question in your mind as to whether you should do something or not…DON’T DO IT!  It is 
better to be safe than sorry. 
WE ARE CONFIDENT OF ALL FINE ARTS STUDENTS’ CONDUCT AND THEIR ABILITY TO BE GOOD 
AMBASSADORS FOR ALLEN ISD.  IF WE ANTICIPATED A PROBLEM, WE WOULD NOT TRAVEL. 
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General Conduct/Rules 
Allen ISD Fine Arts programs including Tallenettes are expected to behave in a manner that is becoming 
to the individual, as well as to the organization they represent.  They should be aware that in or out of 
uniform they are representatives of the Allen High School Tallenettes program and the school they attend 
and should act accordingly. 

Maintaining a higher standard of conduct also includes ensuring that personal Tallenette websites/social 
media are appropriate. The Internet is worldwide publicly accessible form of communication. Tallenettes 
are responsible for any social media communication including but not limited to Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Vine, Snapchat, or photo sharing that appears on the Internet even if it is marked private. 
Team members are responsible for their own media sites and postings as well as postings on other 
students’ websites/social media. The area of appropriateness will include, but are not limited to language 
(abbreviated, inferring or alluding to), pictures, and suggestive poses, clothing reference and or depicting 
the use of alcohol, drugs or tobacco. Questionable media postings are subject to review and consequences 
include possible dismissal from the Tallenette team. (Dismissal can include both poster and /or 
participant) Should dismissal occur, all uniforms and imprinted practice wear, jackets will be 
surrendered immediately to the director.    
 
Students who have been removed and those who voluntarily quit the team retain no rights to team 
awards, recognitions, banquet attendance, etc. which are received after dismissal, although they may 
have been accrued over the duration of the school term. Former members lose all team privileges 
associated with the team including using Tallenette facilities and wearing Tallenette attire.  All 
personalized Tallenette attire will be surrendered to the director at time of departure.  Any student who 
has been removed will not be eligible to audition again for the remainder of her high school career.  
 
Individual home practice is an integral part of any dancers learning process. It is very important to the 
team that effort is being made by each student to be responsible for learning individual parts outside of 
the classroom. Tallenettes will be required to audition prior to performing at particular events. Audition 
frequency and performance groupings will occur at the director’s discretion.  
 
Proper manners should be used at all times to address adults. Mutual respect and politeness toward 
directors and members within the team are basic elements that contribute to total team success. Anyone 
sent to ISS or given out of school suspension for any reason will be subject to removal from the team at 
the sole discretion of the principal/director.  
 
Any member who is expelled from school will be removed from the team from the remainder of the 
school year.  Any member placed in DAEP will be removed from the team for the remainder of the year. 
 
Any evidence (public or private, including social networking sites, Facebook, etc.) of the use, possession, 
or any visibility (photos, etc.) with or around alcohol, vapes, or illegal drugs at any time (including 
weekends, evenings, holidays and summer on/off campus) will result in immediate dismissal from the 
team.  
 
Any member removed from the team must have a schedule change and be removed from the class. 
 
AISD provides field uniforms for each team member. It is the members’ responsibility to keep the uniform in 
good order and return all parts at the designated time by director. Failure to maintain the uniform properly 
will result in replacement costs.  It will be the responsibility of the members to purchase the following: 
practice wear and uniform supplements not provided by the AISD. 
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Tallenette Expectations 
Team members are encouraged to be involved in their community by volunteering for service 
opportunities. Additionally, team members are expected to participate in fundraising efforts of the 
team and the ATBC. All community service opportunities will be equally shared by team members as 
scheduled by the director and leadership team.  

 
Tallenettes are expected to follow all rules and guidelines as written in the Tallenette and Allen HS 
handbook. 
 

 COMMUNICATION:  You and your daughter should always address concerns with Mrs. Pilukaitis, 
Tallenettes’ Director.  Problems may arise from simple misunderstandings and there are always 
improvements to be made.  Communication is the only way to reach a solution.  As a general rule, we 
encourage Tallenettes to communicate (via phone, email, or in person) directly with the directors if 
they have questions or concerns.  This is not to say we don’t value parental communication and 
support, rather we wish to encourage responsibility in our Tallenettes.   
 

 TALK TO YOUR DIRECTORS!  Please feel free to visit with us if you think that by sharing your 
feelings we will gain insight on problems that may be occurring on the team, or even your personal 
concerns about a situation.  It is important to communicate, even though it may not be the easiest 
thing to do.  We definitely don’t need to know about every small argument that occurs, but if you feel 
like we should be aware of something, please let us know.  We may not be able to fix the problem, but 
if we don’t know it exists, there is no possible way we can even try to fix it!   

 
 BE A RESPONSIBLE STUDENT!  You are expected to take the initiative to come to the director 

BEFORE you find yourself in a serious situation with grades. We will work with you and allow you to 
go to tutorials if you have exhausted all other resources (privilege p., before school, etc.). Academics 
come before Tallenettes, and we would much rather you miss a couple of weeks of football season to 
pull a grade up, instead of sitting out an entire quarter or being dismissed from the team. Make up 
your work/ go to tutoring during privilege period, before school, etc. We WILL work with you if you 
are a hard worker. If a teacher cannot give you a makeup any other time than practice time, you do 
run the risk of being cut from that week’s performance.  
 

 BE A RESPONSIBLE TALLENETTE! Know your deadlines, what to bring every day, and what you 
should be wearing. If you stay organized, there should be no reason for you to receive demerits. If you 
are ever in doubt, call your officer. Be responsible with the handouts that are given to you. Make sure 
that you are giving the appropriate forms to your parents when necessary, turn forms back in on time, 
and update your Tallenette calendar as needed.  
 

o Because we all want to be a part of a very successful dance experience, it is important to realize 
and understand the ground rules that must be followed when a large group is involved. In 
large groups, success depends on all of us pulling together in the same direction, at the exact 
same time, in the exact same way. That is why we are called a TEAM!  Rules work best when 
everyone knows them, understands them, and most importantly, follows them. When this 
occurs, the group is empowered by a common vision. We hope that you find the rules strict, 
but logical; for if you do, we are in for an incredible year!! Remember – actions DO speak 
louder than words. 
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Tallenette Expectations Continued… 
 BE A RESPECTFUL STUDENT! One of the most important qualities in a Tallenette is respect, and you 

are expected to exhibit these at all times.  The faculty and administration should be able to count on 
the Tallenettes as leaders and role models at Allen, and we also expect you to behave in an exemplary 
manner that supports the reputation of our dance team. 
 

o Make sure you get your schoolwork DONE, especially during our hectic times of the year. 
Never sleep in class, have your phone out when you are not supposed to, roll your eyes, etc. 
and do not disrespect your teachers. Always use your “yes ma’ams” and “yes sirs!” Do not use 
Tallenettes as an excuse to get favors out of your teachers (i.e. tardy to class, late papers, 
etc.) We expect you to hold yourselves accountable for the rules of the Allen HS handbook, as 
well as ours. If you are part of another organization that has a mandatory meeting during 
rehearsal hours, you will need to notify Mrs. Pilukaitis at the beginning of the yr. with those 
dates.  

 
 DO NOT GOSSIP!  Every person has passed on gossip, and every person has been hurt by it. If we 

want to be a family we cannot afford idle words. Be careful of your words and protect your thoughts. So 
often your thoughts change without benefit of taking your words back. 
 

o There are years where the team is a “kinder, gentler” group of young ladies, and those are the 
years that bring back the most incredible memories for everyone. Acceptance of others in a 
large is a tall task that we can tackle if we want to. We will be close if our hearts are big and our 
spirits forgiving. 

o When talking about someone, always ask yourself, “If that person walked into the room, would 
I continue to say these things?” If not, then you should reconsider the benefit of the 
conversation. 
 

 WORK ON YOUR DANCE SKILLS!  Every dancer comes into Tallenettes at their own level of 
technique and training.  From there, it is up to you to apply yourself & work your hardest to be the 
best dancer you can be.  Your work ethic will directly impact your improvement as a dancer and 
performer.  Seek out opportunities to train outside of Tallenettes (weekly dance classes, special 
conventions, camps, etc.).  There is no such thing as a perfect dancer and there is always room to grow 
if you give yourself the opportunity to do so.  To improve as a team, each member must be willing to 
do her part as an individual. When a new dance is taught, you are expected to work on it outside of 
practice to commit the routine to memory.  When we clean, polish, and make changes, pay attention 
and be adaptable.  Whenever there is free time, such as after water breaks go over movement that you 
are struggling with.  Don’t be afraid to ask your directors, officers, or fellow team members for help.  If 
you don’t make a dance, ALWAYS keep working your hardest on the side.  You never know when a 
spot might open up – you will want to be ready to be pulled in!  
 

 ALWAYS GIVE 110%!  We expect this in your attitude, your moral, and your work ethic. The 
atmosphere of any activity you do is affected by your attitude. As your directors, we promise to give 
you our very best energy as well as a positive and motivating attitude in practice. We expect the very 
same from all of you. We promise to push you to be your best and will give you constructive feedback 
along the way. There is a tradition of excellence and high standards in our organization, and we must 
work together to keep this tradition going. We expect you to dance your hardest every day and never 
settle for “good enough”. Encourage your teammates. Look for opportunities to pat each other on the 
back or cheer for the team as a whole.  Your positivity will go a long way towards boosting moral.  
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Class/Rehearsal Expectations 
Students will meet 8th period and continue until 5 PM daily. If 20-30 minute tutorials are built in one day 
a week after school, Tallenettes will be expected to stay until 5:30pm. Additional morning rehearsals are 
scheduled Thursday and Friday mornings with the band from 7AM-7:30 AM. Morning rehearsals may 
also be scheduled for elite, sr. parent dance, etc. at the director’s discretion. Team members may choose 
to audition for extra performance opportunities, thereby choosing extra rehearsal time commitments.  
Tutoring and appointments will not take place during 8th period class time or during scheduled 
rehearsals. 
 
Classroom guidelines are designed to be simple and easy to follow. They are effective in keeping order 
during class and rehearsals only when each team members follows them. The guidelines facilitate the 
training and precision aspect of the team concept and include: 
 

 Be dressed in daily practice wear, hair tied up, no jewelry, stretching in squad lines at 2:45 daily. 
 Respect the property of other individuals. This includes class equipment, uniform items, practice 

wear, locker room spaces.  
 NO FOOD, DRINK or GUM is allowed in the dance studio or locker room (H2O ONLY), unless 

designated by the director (ex: game day meals). 
 Respectful behavior and talk is expected of every team member to others and the director.  

 

General Rehearsal & Performance Expectations 
 Tallenettes will be in correct uniform in order to perform. Failure to have all correct attire, 

supplies may result in forfeiture of performance. 
 Tallenettes will not have a tattoo or body piercings other than ears 
 Tallenettes nail treatment will be French or American in color ONLY 
 Tallenettes will not eat in uniform at a performance venue, or after a performance venue 
 Tallenettes will not wear any jewelry other than designated for performances 
 Tallenettes will participate in Victory lines and stand routines the entire performance venue 
 Tallenettes will be respectful during the National anthem and visiting school song 
 No part of the Tallenette uniform shall be worn outside of a team function. Additionally if the 

uniform is worn in public, the complete uniform should be worn complete with hat, belt and 
boots. 

 Tallenette uniforms/practice wear will not be worn by someone other than a Tallenette 
 Absence from summer camp/summer rehearsals could result in dismissal from the team. If you 

miss one day of summer camp, you are at risk of sitting out a football game. 
 Designated practice wear should be worn to class/camp daily 
 Tallenettes will have appropriate gear for the designated task of the day (knee pads, tennis shoes, 

hat, belt, boots, poms) 
 No cursing or arguing with ANYONE 
 Tallenettes will be on time to practice, performances and class 
 Tallenettes hair will be of natural color and will not have tattoos or body piercings 
 Tallenettes will not participate in public display of affection (PDA) during school, a performance 

venue while in uniform or at school activities 
 Tallenettes absent from the rehearsal prior to a performance will forfeit their participation in 

scheduled performance 
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General Rehearsal & Performance Expectations Continued… 

 Excused absences include: personal illness, death in family, funeral, mandatory court appearance, 
and religious holiday. Members must notify the director in the event of an excused or unexcused 
absence as soon as possible. 

 Unexcused absences include: work/vacation, babysitting, social events, 
dermatologist/general/dental/etc. appointments, non-UIL involvement (studio commitments 
etc.), and driver’s license appointments.  If a Tallenette has an unexcused absence from a 
performance, it will require a doctor’s note and team members will have a 1 day grace period to 
obtain documentation. The unexcused absence will result in a zero and 2 week probation. 

 Any absence, excused or unexcused, must be conveyed in writing to the director prior to the 
absence) 

 The director makes the final decision on who makes each performance. The officers assist in 
taking notes and recording corrections so that the individual team member can receive the very 
best feedback. The officers do not pick who makes the dances.  

 During football season, Tallenettes must be present for the entire game. College visits must be 
approved 3 weeks prior to the date you will miss. College visits may not take place during contest 
or spring show week. You must provide documentation if you are notifying Mrs. Pilukaitis of a new 
conflict after the 3 week mark (it must be an acceptance event, not just a visit). There are multiple 
opportunities to visit colleges that are built into the annual calendar, so we expect that you take 
advantage of those times provided.  

 Should a Tallenette miss the last practice prior to a performance, she may have to forfeit her 
performance opportunity  

 If a Tallenette chooses to not attend team camp or leave early, she is at risk of being dismissed 
from the team of benched for a game(s). 

 Tallenettes should never complain about where you are placed in a formation. The bigger picture 
is that you are on the team. Dances are not always placed with seniority in mind.  

 Extended periods of absence will result in being placed on probation from participation. This 
could include being pulled from as many dances and/or performances that the Directors see is 
best for the team as a whole. The directors have the full discretion to decide how long the member 
will be on probation, based on the health and best interest of the entire team.  

 A member can be cut from a dance at any time for the following reasons: lack of memory, 
technique, projection, flexibility, coordination, strength, endurance, or if they are not maintaining 
the polish.  

 Consequences for not meeting Tallenette expectations will result in a discipline conference with 
the director. If further disciplinary action is necessary, the director, principal or principal designee 
may remove them from the Tallenette team.   
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Audition Processes through the Year 
 

There are several times throughout the year that we will hold auditions for various dances.  Football 
halftimes, pep rallies, competition pieces and spring show dances will all have separate tryouts.  
HOWEVER…there is no tradition to our method.  The directors reserve the right to change what pieces 
will be auditioned from year to year. 
 
In auditions, the following elements are assessed: 
 
Technique:    arm placement, use of center, use of spot, toe point, body angles, overall                           
  extension 

 
Execution:    knowledge of CORRECT execution of movement must be exhibited,                
  control of energy 

 
Strength:       power of execution, use of plié, relevé, and sauté to utilize strength, use of     
  floor space while dancing 

 
Flexibility:     technique and extension of splits, extension and height of kicks and leaps 

 
Memory:      knowledge of steps and confidence with execution of movement in the correct placement 
using correct pathways 

 
Performance ability:  use of style in movements that is specific to the TYPE of dance   

being performed, performance energy and attitude/expression appropriate for the 
style/theme of dance  

 
All Tallenettes practice all routines for all performances even if they do not hold a spot in the formation.  
At any time, a performer can become injured and the need for an alternate dancer will arise.  The 
Tallenettes that work hard on the sides and improve on the dances will always be considered for 
placement in a routine if an alternate is performance ready. Corrections with the directors are always 
available before or after any audition. 

 
All Tallenettes are an important part of the TEAM.  If a Tallenette is not dancing in a given performance, 
she still plays an integral role in the success of the routine by being the Tallenettes’ version of the “12th 
Man.” 

Elite Auditions 
Elite auditions will be held in August. Auditions are open to freshman-senior Tallenettes & the size of 

Elite varies from year to year depending on the talent level. Elite members are never guaranteed a 
renewal membership. In order to earn returning membership, elite candidates should continue to 

strengthen skills throughout the year/summer and give 100% in anything Tallenettes. There is an extra 
time commitment with elite (mornings and/or afternoons after the team is dismissed). Candidates will 
learn various styles of dances (ballet, jazz, contemporary) & will be evaluated by the directors and/or 
outside judges/choreographers quickly after the combinations are taught in small groups. Different 

groupings may occur to see how different people blend with others. Elite may perform at special events 
outside of the Tallenettes performance schedule, assisting at drill prep sessions throughout the fall, and 
will compete 1-3 contest routines. Formations in elite routines may or may not be placed with seniority 

in mind. Results will be posted at allendrillteam.com after auditions occur.  
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Disciplinary System 
TARDIES: 

 You may receive without penalty two warnings per year if you also (car trouble, overslept, etc.) 
 Less than 5 minutes = a warning (the third warning becomes a demerit)  
 More than 5 minutes = 1 Demerit 

ABSENCES: 

 Excused in advance = 0 demerits  
 Excused AFTER absence = 1 demerit (no advance call to office phone/email)  ** even if you come 

back to school the next day with an excused explanation OR your parent forgot to call for 
you while you were sick OR you called your officer to tell her that you were sick- YOU WILL 
STILL RECEIVE A DEMERIT…you MUST call or email Mrs. Pilukaitis (469-319-6198) BEFORE 
the absence occurs** 

 Unexcused from practice =2 demerits 
 Unexcused from performance = 5 demerits 

 
PROBATION: 

 A total of 8 demerits will bench a member for a period to be determined by directors 
 If any member is place on probation, there will be an immediate conference with parent & 

Tallenette  
 Any officer, chaplain, or social that receives 8 demerits and is put on probation will forfeit their 

leadership position in Tallenettes  
 Academic ineligibility for two consecutive grading periods in a year 
 Inappropriate social media postings that include language (abbreviated, inferring or alluding to), 

pictures, and suggestive poses, clothing reference, etc. Questionable media postings are subject to 
review and consequences include possible probation AND possible loss of membership 
(probation/dismissal can include both poster and /or participant).  

 Probation means that you will be taken out of a performance, Tallenette function, or possibly a 
season, in some capacity.  If a member is on probationary status, that member will be informed of 
its duration, guidelines and conditions of maintaining their membership.  Each member’s 
probationary status will be handled individually while always considering what is best for the 
whole.  
 

LOSS OF MEMBERSHIP 

 A total of 16 demerits (accumulated during one year June through May) 
 Any member who is expelled 
 ISS or out of school suspension - possible probation/dismissal 
 Suspension from school- possible probation &/or dismissal 
 DAEP placement 
 Academic Ineligibility for three consecutive grading periods in a year  
 Any evidence (public or private, including social networking sites, Facebook, etc.) of the use, 

possession, or any visibility (photos, etc.) with or around alcohol, tobacco, vapes, or illegal 
drugs at any time (including weekends, evenings, holidays and summer). Any infraction on or off 
campus will result in immediate dismissal from the team.  

 Inappropriate social media postings that include language (abbreviated, inferring or alluding to), 
pictures, and suggestive poses, clothing reference, etc. Questionable media postings are subject to 
review and consequences include possible probation AND possible loss of membership 
(probation/dismissal can include both poster and /or participant) 

 Truancy court 
 Probation for the 2nd time (after review with director/admin/parent/team member) 
 During probation, if 2nd offense occurs, this may be ground for removal (after review with 

director/admin/parent/team member 
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Merit & Demerit System 
In order to achieve the greatest amount of teamwork and responsible social behavior, the following regulations 
will be enforced. All warnings & demerits will be recorded by Mrs. Pilukaitis in the demerit log book so that they 
can be kept track of efficiently. Failure to come in and sign for your demerit (2 days after assigned) will result in an 
automatic 2nd demerit.  
 
Tallenettes will begin each day with a daily grade of 100. Grade deductions can be assessed for failure to be 
prepared for class/practice. Discipline is essential for a drill team to function properly.  In order to function in this 
manner, the team will operate on a demerit/merit system. Merits and Demerits will be given based upon director 
discretion. This system will be effective upon being named to the team on March 2, 2018. Demerits do not start 
over 2nd semester.  ***You may NOT work off demerits with merits…merits “erase” demerits for grading 
purposes only (1 demerit is worth 5 points).  Merits used towards grades will be removed from your merit 
count. Merits will be recorded in charms so that all members may keep track.  

Demerit Listings 

 
 
 

 
1. (1) Failure to call the office (469-319-6198) prior to any rehearsal, performance, work session, or meeting 

which you will be absent from- whether we are dancing that day or not 
2. (1) Unprepared for rehearsal (hair not out of face, wrong clothes or shoes, wearing jewelry-apple watches & 

fit bits are acceptable)  
3. (1) Failure to wear appropriate cover-ups to & from rehearsal and failure to take cover-ups off during 

rehearsal 
4. (1) Wearing incorrect practice attire (ex. wearing Monday’s outfit on Tuesday or no HBB) 
5. (1) Failure to meet responsibilities (turning in money, gift deadlines) 
6. (1) Creating a distraction in rehearsal (talking, off-task, cell phone rings, etc.) 
7. (1) Leaving rehearsal or performance without asking permission 
8. (1) Arguing and/or excessive talking 
9.  (1) Delayed pickup—20 minutes after an event, practice, or performance. 
10. (1) Failure to seek tutoring times outside of rehearsals 
11. (1) Being seen in an incomplete uniform BEFORE or AFTER a performance (hats and leather can be taken off 

once you are on the bus on the way home) 
12. (1) Tardy to any Tallenette activity/ rehearsal (it’s always a good idea to be early!) 
13.  (1) Chewing gum, eating, or drinking (other than water) at inappropriate times in rehearsal or at a 

performance or while wearing in any Tallenette uniform/costume (unless permission has been given) 
14.  (1) Not signing the book promptly for any demerit given will result in another demerit  
15.  (1) Hair falling down or losing part of a uniform or costume during a performance 
16.  (1) Leaving behind school owned property (on the bus, at the contest site, etc.) 
17. (1) Unclean & unpolished performance boots or unclean uniform 
18. (1) Leaving formation w/ permission, talking to people in crowd in performance setting, not maintaining 

appropriate sideline/stand behavior, cell phone usage 
19.  (2) Arriving tardy to performance 
20. (1) Not helping clean up after event/rehearsal 
21.  (2) Not having a piece of a uniform at a performance  
22.  (2) Unprepared for a performance (costume, hair, make-up, nail polish-clear or French manicure only, 

jewelry, etc.) 
 
 

- Demerits help to reinforce the regulations set forth by the Tallenette Handbook as well as the Allen HS Code 
of Conduct. 
- You can receive demerits any time during your membership on Tallenettes including weekends, evenings and 
school breaks/holidays. 
- Only the directors can give demerits to team members. 
-Demerits for new members: Records will start when selected for the team 
-Demerits for returning Members: 17-18 record will end and 18-19 record will begin on the last day of school. 
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Demerit Listing Cont… 
 
23.  (1) Taking items from the closet without permission from the directors/lending Tallenette wear out to non-

Tallenette members (poms, boots, etc.) 
24. (3) Any disciplinary assignment to Saturday Detention 
25. (3) Failure to attend a committed function/event 
26. (3) Missing a performance without prior approval 
27.  (1-5) Demerits for any act committed after a director’s warning  
28.  (3) Visible piercings at any time – including tongue, belly button, and all facial piercings (nose, eyebrow, lip, 

etc).  Clear retainers are not okay.  Ear piercings are not included– ear studs are acceptable for practice only. 
29.  (3) Visible tattoos (including practice & performance as well as inside & outside of school) 
30.  (1-5) Actions of disrespect towards director/officers/teammates, hazing, bullying, or teasing others 
31. (1-8) Failure to follow school rules (ex. skipping class, detention, office referrals, ISS/Wed./Sat School, 

academic dishonesty, etc.), actions of disrespect towards a teacher, school official, or other adult 
32. (1-8) Profanity/disrespect/PDA/unladylike conduct (behavior that is unbecoming to a Tallenette, will be 

decided on at the discretion of the director), INCLUDES FACEBOOK, TWITTER, SNAPCHAT, ETC.  
 

Merits 
Throughout the year, Tallenettes will have several opportunities to earn merits.  Merits are designed to recognize 
good work, extra effort, and special service.  Tallenettes earn credit in a variety of ways including but not limited 
to the following: 

# of Merits Description          
5                             Straight As (per grading cycle) 
5                             Tallenette of the Week 
1-5                         Directors’ discretion 
1 Connecting Kroger card to Allen Tallenettes  
1 Receipt from Kroger purchases after linking card ($30 or over)- provide receipt 
1 Purchasing items w/ link smile.amazon.com ($30 or over)- provide receipt 
1 Attending an ATBC mtg. 
1-5 Special performances 
3 Grading Cycle average of 100 (academic class – not office aide, Tallenettes, etc.) 
3 performance of a solo, duet, or ensemble at contest 
2-3  Community partnerships 
1 Recruitment for Jr. Clinic 
1 Holding doors before am practice (2 girls only) 
2 100 on any MAJOR test 
2 Any quarter grade that goes up the next quarter 
2 Attending approved dance productions (provide ticket stub/program) 
2 Cleaning, organizing, helping in the office or locker room 
2 Attending an extra practice/rehearsal 
1 Attending a non-required school activity in Tallenette attire (warm-ups, Tallenette shirt, etc.) **must get AHS 

faculty signature** 
1 Camp recognitions (stickers, ribbons, awards, etc) 
1  Dance class outside of school (1 per class) 
1 Demonstrator pulled out in class/compliment from director 
1 EAK (extraordinary acts of kindness) 
1 Proof of community service outside of school time (1 per hour) (excluding hours used for other organizations: 

NHS, Leadership Council, etc.) 
1  Extra Tallenette duties (as assigned)   
 
***Reporting of Merits: 
 
Tallenettes will track their merits for each grading cycle on a Merit Reporting Form.  These forms will be due on the last day of 
the grading cycle.  Only merits achieved during that grading period will be counted. Forms can be found under “Forms” in 
charms! ***You must bring a ticket stub, receipts, or have a signature for all outside performances attended. You must attach 
grade reports and/or any other documentation to support your merits earned. ALL Talenettes must acquire 20 merits from 
Aug 15th – April 17th to be in good standing for Spring Show.  Any member who does not meet this requirement by 
April 17th will be removed from one spring show team dance.   Merits will be updated quarterly at charmsoffice.com. 
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MERIT RECORDING SHEET EXAMPLE 
 

Name: ________________________  Merit sheet # (circle one):     1      2      3     4           5            6 
Date: Description of merit: # 

Merits: 
Signature (if applicable) 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

                                                                                                   TOTAL MERITS:_______ 
Please reference the Tallenette handbook for the list of merit opportunities. 

Please attach documentation (ticket stubs, skyward print outs, etc. 
 

Game Day & Uniform Information 

GAME DAY 
 Begins with morning Band practice at 6:30 am 

 Tallenettes arrive dressed for Band practice, but also bring their clothes for the school day, as well as their 

entire uniform in their Tallenette garment bag. 

 Tallenettes will eat dinner at school during Tallenette class (which is why the “Game Day” meals are so 

GREAT!) 

 Tallenettes will then completely dress (uniform, hair, make-up) for the football game in the Tallenette 

locker room. 

 Tallenette Bag on Game Day: Always have small make-up bag (see “Make-up Section below), Hat Cover, 

Gauntlets (regardless of whether red sequined jacket will be worn), extra earrings, nude pair of tights, 

baggie with extra bobby pins and safety pins, any extra pieces of uniform required for that game (ex. Scarf 

and gloves cold nights), cell phone.  

 Cell Phones: A Tallenette may, and should, bring her cell phone in her Tallenette bag when going to a 

game. However, once a Tallenette steps off the bus, or out of the studio for home games, she is NOT 

ALLOWED to use her cell phone IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER, unless she has received express and 

specific permission from Mrs. Pilukaitis. Once a Tallenette has reloaded the bus after the game, or stepped 

back into the studio after home games, she is again allowed to use her cell phone.  

 For AWAY games, Tallenettes will load school busses and head for the game. The entire Escadrille, which 

includes the Band, the Color Guard, and the Tallenettes all caravan together, with the Tallenettes utilizing 

two buses. Importantly, all Tallenettes MUST RIDE THE BUS TO AND FROM THE GAMES. 

 Following away games, Tallenettes will again load the buses and return to the studio, where they will pick 

up all their school things and be picked up in the back paring area (Do not drive up to the circular area to 

pick up your Tallenette  

 Pep rallies are scheduled by the spirit staff and are on Friday AM at 8:45am, but due to traffic, you might 

want to plan to be on campus by 8:15am. Pep rally performances at AHS are open to Sophomores- Seniors. 

Lowery will have pep rallies (2), but will be held within the school day (usually 8th period 2:30-3:30pm) we 

will need a freshman car pool volunteer to bring fish back to AHS after pep rally days. 

 

 

SAMPLE 
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TALLENETTE MAKEUP 
 

 “Performance Ready” = Curly Hair/straight hair, Full Make-up, Eyelashes, Earrings, and Nude Nails 

 Tallenettes keep a full make-up bag/box in their Tallenette locker at all times. 

 Additionally, Tallenettes keep a smaller make-up bag with “touching up” essentials in their Tallenette 

bag (lipstick, compact, blush, small mirror – cell phone may not be used as a mirror), as they have just a 

couple minutes before going down to the field to touch up their make-up.  

 Lipstick: Lipsense 

 Eyes for lighter skin tones: neutral colors, such as beiges and browns 

 Eyes for darker skin tones: lavender and purple colors 

 Cheeks for lighter skin tones: peach and pink colors 

 Cheeks for darker skin tones: wine and mulberry colors 

 Eyelashes: Example would be KISS brand – natural look, such as #02 

 Eyeliner: Black 

 Mascara: Black 

HAIR 
 Tallenettes must always wear a natural hair color. 

 When the style of hair for a performance is designated as “curls,” or “straight” it is expected that the 

Tallenette will curl or straighten her hair, and then hairspray is as necessary, such that the curls are defined 

and lasting.  Director will specify what the style (curly or straight) for each game. 

UNIFORM 
 Uniform should be cold water gentle washed after EVERY performance. Please choose a delicate cycle with 

no agitation and use liquid detergent. Treat “stinky areas” with a little pre- treatment of liquid detergent 

(rub the stinky area with detergent with your hands) prior to washing in machine. Jacket should be washed 

turned inside out. All uniform pieces should hang to dry! 

 At the end of the year, it is expected that the uniform will be clean for re-issue over the summer. This 

means no dark or deodorant stains in the arm pit of tops/jackets. Belts and gauntlets should be cleaned 

before turning in. All uniform pieces were issued on a swivel top plastic hanger and should be returned on 

a swivel top plastic hanger. 

 Belts, boots and gauntlets should be cleaned with a magic Eraser before EVERY performance. Ascots should 

be washed and pressed after each wearing. Do not tie the ascot onto the neck of hanger; clip it to the skirt 

hanger. Do NOT roll your belt- please hang it by the eyelet, be sure to tie a knot in belt string as they are 

$2.75 each.  

 Keep hat in hat cover AND hat box when you aren’t wearing to insure lasting look. Do not bleach or paint 

stains on hats, clean with denatured alcohol.(available at Lowe’s ) 

 Uniform damage may warrant replacement or repair costs treat it special! Keep the uniform in a designated 

location in the room, preferably hanging! 

 Tallenettes NEVER eat in uniform! 

 Spare earrings can be purchased at Sam Moon ($6 per pair) and it is always good to have a few spares in 

your make-up bag.  
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Leadership 
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Tallenette Chain of Command 
 

 
1.) Allen High School Administration 

 

 

2.) Allen Tallenettes Director 

    a. Director:    Sarah Pilukaitis 

    b. Asst. Director     

 

3.) Officers 

    a. Captains: Anna Keller & Elissa Lindberg  

c. Sr. Lieutenants: Kara Coughran & Ashley Marshall 

d. Jr. Lieutenants: Molly Allsop & Kaitlyn Springate 

 

 

 

 

5.) Seniors 

 

 

 

6.) Juniors 

 

 

 

7.) Sophomores  

 

 

 

8.) Rookies 
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Selection of Officers & Social Board 
Number of officers/social board members can vary from year to year as determined by team size and 
judge’s decision. Judges decisions are final in the selection of officers. Officer positions are open to any 1 
year returning member and are selected by a panel of judges.  Officer/social/chaplain candidates will 
meet in the spring to receive application and packet. Officer candidates are scored in the following 
categories: Jazz Skills Combination Assessment, Strut, and Choreography of a 1 minute solo, Team 
Evaluation, director interview, teacher recommendations, and Student Portfolio all adding up to 100 
possible points.   Social board will be scored in the following categories: Student portfolio, video 
presentation, teacher recommendations, director interview, and team evaluations. All officers/social 
board MUST attend the Leadership Camp and are subject to all Tallenette Handbook guidelines. Officer & 
Social Board results will be posted online after tryouts. 

Tallenette Officers 
OFFICER CANDIDATE QUALIFICATIONS: 

- Must be at least a one-year member of Tallenettes 
- Must have a minimum of 50 merits acquired from August 15 – May 3rd  (Summer merits do not count 

towards officer tryouts, merits used to “erase” demerits do not count toward officer tryouts) 
- Performance of solo/duet/ensemble highly encouraged. 
- Cannot be placed on probation at any point during the audition year. 
- Must complete all officer tryout requirements: jazz dance, solo, notebook, interviews, team vote, 

teacher recommendation forms from all teachers, director interview and judges’ tryout as detailed in 
the Officer Tryout Packet 

- Must be able to attend officer, team, and Tallenette summer dance camp to be eligible for auditions. 
 
AUDITION PROCESS: 
 

- There are various audition requirements and all interested candidates will receive a more informative 
packet in February. 

- The selection process entails combining the votes of the team (20%), judges (60%), directors (10%), 
and teachers’ evaluations (10%) and finding the candidates that fall above the natural break in scores.  

- The candidate with the highest score receives the position of Captain, and the rest of the eligible 
candidates will fill Lieutenant Positions. 

 
OFFICER REQUIREMENTS: 

 
-     Must attend officer camp and all other camps attended by the team 
- Compete in three officer routines for competition 
- Must be 10 minutes early to all Tallenette functions 
- Responsible for having music ready for all routines (daily) 
- Stay after rehearsal until dismissed by the director 
- Responsible for daily warm-ups, teaching, choreography, polishing, and leading practice in the absence 

of the directors 
- Responsible for general team productivity (making sure the team is on task when they are supposed to 

be) 
- Other duties as assigned 
-  

Although officer tryouts do not occur until May, the “audition” process is a yearlong endeavor.  If you are considering 
trying out for officer you are advised to take as many studio classes as possible outside of Tallenettes to hone your 
technique, style, and confidence as a performer.  In addition, a strong work ethic, respectable reputation, and motivating 
presence in practice will be noted by your teammates as well as your general dependability, responsibility, and maturity.  
While it is important to think ahead about your leadership desires, it is imperative to refrain from talking or gossiping 
about who you think next year’s officers could be/will be. 
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Tallenettes Social Board 

 
SOCIAL BOARD CANDIDATE QUALIFICATIONS: 
 

-     Must attend officer camp and all other camps attended by the team 
- Must be at least a one-year member of Tallenettes 
- Must have a minimum of 50 merits acquired from August 15 – May 3rd  (Summer merits do not 

count towards officer tryouts, merits used to “erase” demerits do not count toward officer 
tryouts) 

- Cannot be placed on probation at any point during the audition year- up to director’s 
discretion.  

- Must complete all tryout requirements: notebook, team presentation, teacher recommendation 
forms from all teachers, and director interview as detailed in the Social Board Tryout Packet 

 
AUDITION PROCESS: 
 

- There are various audition requirements and all interested candidates will receive a more 
informative packet in February. 

- Each candidate’s score will combine the team vote (20%), the directors’ vote (10%), judges’ 
vote (60%) and the teachers’ recommendation score (10%). 

- The candidate with the highest total score will be the President. 
- The candidate with the second highest total score will be the Vice-President. 
- The candidates with the two highest scores will be chaplains. 
 

SOCIAL JOB DESCRIPTION: 
 Responsible for encouraging the team and creating a motivated environment in Tallenettes 
 Recognizing and celebrating birthdays 
 Public relations: sports team recognition  and thank you cards  
 Decorating and maintaining locker room and hallway bulletin boards 
 Social events/get-togethers  
 Summer camp activities 
 General team moral boosters including but not limited to: sister gifts, 

rookie/jr./sr./director/manager appreciation, daily motivations 
 Community service 
 Each social is expected to fulfill those responsibilities to her utmost ability 
 Teams up with chaplains on events 

 
CHAPLAIN JOB DESCRIPTION: 

 Open prayer before performances 
 Weekly prayer requests  
 Verse of the week- either verbal and/or written reminders 
 Annual weekend retreat planning 
 Service opportunities w/ benevolence groups 
 Listening Heart for all team members  
 Weekly bible study- time and place TBA by Chaplain 
 Teams up with socials on events 
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Manager Responsibilities 

Tallenette managers serve as important helpers to the Tallenettes Dance Team and to the directors.  
Managers are non-dancing team members that play an integral role in the following capacities: 
 
DAILY: 

- Managers are expected to check in with the directors each day at the beginning of 8th p. to see if 
there are any specific tasks or jobs.  Managers will maintain the organization of the closets and 
should proactively look for things that are out of place, need to be put away, laundry to do, etc. 

- Managers are responsible for organizing costumes, facilitating costume pass out/return, and 
maintaining accurate record keeping for all inventory.   

- Managers are responsible for playing music during practice when there aren’t any other jobs to 
do. 

 
FOOTBALL GAMES: 

- Managers must attend all football games and will follow all Tallenette game day procedures 
(eating dinner after school, riding the bus, etc.).   

- Managers are responsible for getting first aid bag, passing out stadium seats, ponchos, umbrellas, 
etc. from the Tallenette closet prior to the game, getting those items on and off of the bus and back 
into the closet at the end of the evening. 

- Managers will keep an eye on the Tallenette section during pre-game and halftime, straighten 
bags, etc. 

- Managers will assist with halftime and pre-game videoing as needed. 
- Managers will assist with all other game duties as instructed by the Directors. 

 
CONTEST SEASON: 

- Managers attend all Tallenette competitions and competition trips.  
- Managers will assist with videotaping as needed. 
- Managers are responsible for all other contest duties as assigned by the Directors. 

 
SPRING SHOW: 

- Managers will attend all Tallenette after school rehearsals as needed. 
- Managers will assist as part of the stage crew during each show. 
- Managers are responsible for all other Spring Show duties as assigned by the Directors. 

 
SUMMER: 

- Managers will attend Tallenette Jr. Clinic in the summer and assist with any other summer camp 
practice days as assigned. 

 
GENERAL: 

- Managers attend all performances, social events, and team trips. 
- Managers are responsible for upholding the standards of the Tallenette handbook.  They are an 

important part of the Tallenette organization and are held to the same expectations as performing 
members. 

- Managers are invited to participate in all fundraising activities to help earn funds for contest 
travel, team trips, etc. 
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Are You a Classy Lady? 

A classy lady. . . 

. . . respects the feelings and opinions of others and thinks before she speaks.                               

. . . is well-mannered, courteous, knows proper etiquette, and has respectable moral values.                                                                                      

. . . dresses tastefully and appropriately.                                                                                 

. . . does not overdo her makeup, but keeps it simple and lets her true beauty shine through.  

. . . does not need, or use, swear words and bad language to express herself. 

. . . is careful not to offend the sensibilities of others. 

. . . tries to do her very best at all times. 

. . . knows the meaning of good sportsmanship and displays it in competition and in life. 

. . . is respectful of her fellow competitors and never belittles her opponent. 

. . . accepts defeat with grace, dignity, and style, knowing she did her best.  

. . . never openly displays resentment.   

. . . is humble and never acts arrogant in victory or boasts of her own accomplishments.  

. . . takes no pleasure in others’ misfortune. 

. . . gives generously of her time and talents to others. 

. . . acts in a mature and responsible manner. 

. . . wins respect from all who know her. 

. . . is a woman who is admired and whom others want to emulate.   

. . . stands out head and shoulders above the rest.  
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Summer Dance Hours 
Recording Sheet 

 

 

All Tallenettes are required to take 4 jazz classes and 4 ballet classes during the summer 
(June 1-Aug. 14) to improve their basic technique. These hours are essential for individual 

improvement.  Merits will be awarded for any extra classes accounted for on this sheet.  
You can only earn summer merits for hours recorded here. This form can also be found at 

www.allendrillteam.com 
 

 

Name: Class Type: Studio Teacher’s Name: Teacher's Signature: 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
 
_______________________________               _________________________________ 
Tallenette’s name (print)           Tallenette’s signature 

 
*** This form is due complete and signed on August 14, 2017 in order to be eligible to perform in 

the first football game. *** 
 

 

SAMPLE 
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2018-2019 Allen Tallenettes Amended Handbook Guidelines Contract 
 
 

I, the undersigned have “fully” read and understand the material contained within the AHS Tallenette 
Drill Team Handbook and Demerit/Merit system. I agree to abide by the procedures and disciplinary 
actions that govern me as I represent Allen High School as a Tallenette. I understand and agree to the 
responsibilities and commitment that must be made. I further understand that this is first a class and an 
extra-curricular activity and that attendance at all practices, games, performances, special functions and 
summer camps/activities is a requirement of the position.  
 
As a member of the selected team, I understand that 

1. I am “eligible” to perform and that my performance position will be determined by my compliance 
to guidelines and expectations 

2. I am physically capable of participating in required activities 
3. I am not allowed to perform anything that has not been previously approved during a scheduled 

practice. 
 
Student Signature___________________________________________ Date_________________________ 
 
 
As a parent/guardian of the above named student, I (we) agree to the terms set forth in the AISD 
Tallenette Handbook. I (we) agree to and will encourage our child to support in word and action all 
guidelines and expectations set forth in the Tallenette Handbook. 
 
I (we) further understand that any activity involving motion, flight or speed has a degree of risk and may 
result in injury. In consideration of this, I (we) release the directors, administration and AISD from 
liability.  
 
Parent Signature_______________________________________________ Date______________________ 
 

 
 

**A signed copy of this document must be on file before participation in any 
Tallenettes function or performance.**  DUE FRIDAY, JUNE 1ST TO  

MRS. PILUKAITIS- YOU MAY RETURN TO THE DANCE OFFICE, SCAN AND EMAIL, OR 
PLACE IN TEACHER MAILBOX AT ALLEN BY 12PM** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


